[ 1 ] Previo us simulat ions with a two-di mensional cloud-resol ving model have shown that gravity wave s generat ed by tropospheri c convect ion can propaga te into the meso sphere , where they break and produce local heati ng and local acceler ations. The forci ng associ ated with this wave breaki ng excit es seconda ry g ravity waves that propaga te upward and down ward away from the wavebreaki ng regio n. Typical h orizontal and vertical scales of indi vidual center s of forcing caused by wave breaki ng are $25 km and 10 -20 km, respec tively. Groups of indi vidual forci ng centers tend to be aligned along phase line s of the prima ry wave s. In the region east of the stor m center the forci ng groups move eastward and downwar d with the primary wave ph ase line s, whi le indi vidual forci ng centers move upwa rd. To a first approxi mation, the seconda ry gravity wave s are a line ar respon se to the local ized mom entum and thermal forci ng associated with wave breaki ng, though the forci ng is its elf generat ed by the nonlinear wave -break ing proces s. The seconda ry wave s can be deriv ed from know ledge of the tem poral and spatial variability of the forcing. 
Introduction
[2] The observed mesospheric temperature, which is colder than the radiative equilibrium in the summer mesosphere and warmer than the radiative equilibrium in the winter mesosphere, is maintained by a pole-to-pole meridional circulation with upward motion in the summer hemisphere and subsidence in the winter hemisphere. This meridional circulation in turn is driven by a strong zonal drag that is mainly associated with breaking of gravity waves in the mesosphere. It is essential that the effect of this gravity wave drag be properly incorporated in models of the middle atmospheric circulation.
[3] Holton and Alexander [1999] (hereinafter referred to as HA99) simulated gravity waves in the mesosphere excited by m i d l a t i t u d e t ro p os p he r i c c on ve c t i o n u si ng a t wo -di m e n si on a l cloud-resolving nonhydrostatic model. They found that the simulated gravity waves break in the layer between 65 and 80 km and that significant secondary waves appear after gravity wave breaking occurs. HA99 suggested that these secondary waves were generated by the forcing associated with wave breaking. However, the detailed relationship between the secondary gravity waves and the forcing has not been investigated. In this paper we conducted additional simulations to study this relationship.
[4] Two recent studies have focused on the relationship between an idealized forcing field and the gravity wave response. Vadas and Fritts [2001] investigated gravity waves excited by a three-dimensional spatially and temporally localized constant momentum body forcing. They found that the gravity wave response for a source of given spatial extent depends on whether the forcing frequency is greater or less than the ''characteristic'' frequency given by the gravity wave dispersion relationship for waves with the horizontal and vertical scales of the forcing field.
[5 ] Holton et al. [2002] studied the vertical wavelength dependence of the gravity wave response to a constant amplitude localized thermal forcing of fixed frequency. It is widely accepted that the dominant gravity waves generated by convective heating should have vertical wavelengths approximately twice the depth of the heating [e.g., Hayashi , 1976; Mapes , 1993; Pandya and Alexander, 1999; Salby and Garcia , 1987; Vadas and Fritts , 2001 ]. However, Holton et al. [2002] found that this relation holds only if the horizontal dependence of the forcing projects significantly onto the horizontal scale given by the gravity wave dispersion relation for th e fre que nc y and ver ti cal s cal e of th e s pec if ied he ati ng. Fo r realistic convective heating distributions in an atmosphere with constant buoyancy frequency, Holton et al. [2002] showed that the maximum vertical flux of horizontal momentum generally occurs for gravity waves of greater than twice the depth of the heating. For high-frequency waves the preferred wavelength can be >4 times the depth of the heating.
[6 ] The paper is organized as follows: A brief review of the model is presented in section 2. Section 3 shows the forcing field associated with gravity wave breaking, and section 4 gives some features of the secondary waves. In section 5, results from fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis are used to discuss the relationship between the secondary waves and the forcing. We summarize the findings of this study in section 6.
Overview of the Simulation

Model Description
[7] We used an updated version of the nonhydrostatic cloud resolving model developed by Durran and Klemp [1983] to simulate gravity waves excited by the squall line as described by Fovell et al. [1992] , Alexander et al. [1995] , and HA99. HA99 used an upper boundary at 90 km in their simulation and found that wave breaking occurs in the layer between 65 and 80 km shortly after model time 2 hours. The upper portion of the breaking region of HA99 was quite close to the upper boundary. HA99 argued that JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 107, NO. D7, 4058, 10.1029 /2001JD001204, 2002 Copyright 2002 by the American Geophysical Union. 0148-0227/02/2001JD001204$09.00 breaking was not influenced by the proximity of this boundary. The radiation condition applied at the upper boundary has been shown to allow only a small reflection of waves [Durran, 1999] . Nevertheless, to insure that the wave breaking is not caused by interaction of waves with the upper boundary, we placed the model top at 105 km rather than 90 km as HA99 did. The higher upper boundary also required a wider model domain (3072 km) to minimize wave propagation through the lateral boundaries. To suppress numerical instability due to large velocity perturbations near the upper boundary, we used a small time step of 1 s and applied a ''sponge layer'' extending from 78 to 105 km with a relaxation rate growing monotonically from zero to a maximum of 0.006 s À1 at 105 km. The vertical profile of relaxation between 78 and 90 km in this case is almost the same as that of HA99. Convection was initiated by introducing a warm bubble with a 2 K temperature perturbation centered at x = 1536 km and z = 1.5 km with horizontal radius 20 km and vertical radius 1.5 km. The model domain is translated at the speed of the storm so that the storm remains centered on the domain. The model was integrated for 10 hours, and model outputs were saved every minute. All other parameters, including background wind, buoyancy frequency, and grid size, are the same those of HA99, who may be consulted for more information.
Storm-Generated Wave Fields
[8] We plotted x-z cross sections of vertical velocity every 2 model hours (plots not shown). Generally, these plots are similar to Figure 2 of HA99. Animation of the vertical velocity field showed that wave breaking first occurred around 85 km in the eastern half of the domain (i.e., to the east of the convection center) at model time 2.5 hours. Subsequently, the areas showing wave breaking moved eastward and spread to lower altitudes. Wave breaking at lower altitudes was triggered by eastward momentum deposition at high altitudes. Gravity wave breaking in the eastern part of the model domain was fully developed after model time 4 hours occupying the layer between $45 and 85 km. Wave breaking in the western part of the model domain did not occur until model time 4 hours. The areas with indication of wave breaking were smaller than their counterparts in the eastern part of the domain, and they moved westward along with primary gravity waves. Asymmetry of the wave field and of the wave breaking between the western and eastern part of the domain was fully addressed by HA99.
[9] Even with the top at 105 km, the altitude where wave breaking first occurred may still not be far enough away from the model top to be certain that the breaking is not influenced by the upper boundary. Thus we ran another simulation in which the model top was placed at 120 km. By using a smaller time step (0.5 s) we managed to run this simulation a little longer than 3 hours. In this simulation, wave breaking occurred at almost the same altitudes and time as in the simulation with the top at 105 km. Thus the layer where wave breaking occurs found by HA99 is not affected by wave reflection at the upper boundary and is not sensitive to the altitude of the model top (Provided, of course, that the model top is above the gravity wave-breaking level.) [10] In this section we analyze the forcing in the mesosphere generated by breaking of gravity waves. The governing equations can be expressed in standard notations as follows:
Forcing Due to Breaking of Gravity Waves
in which D u , D w , and D q are diffusion terms. Diffusion coefficients are Richardson number dependent [Durran and Klemp, 1983] . (In the model, subgrid scale mixing scheme follows Lilly [1962] , with the cutoff Richardson number Ri c dropped to 1/3 from the Lilly's value of unity [Durran and Klemp, 1983] . The cutoff Richardson number 1/3 is just slightly larger than the commonly accepted critical value from the stability of a shear flow, Ri c = 1/4.) Thermal forcing associated with tropospheric convection is not included since we are concerned with wave fields above the convective heating region (e.g., above 30 km). For simplicity, we include in the diffusion terms the relaxation effect that was introduced above 78 km.
[11] Let u = u + u 0 and similarly for other fields, in which u is the zonal mean of u and u 0 is the zonal velocity perturbation 
associated with the waves. The wave fields satisfy the following equations:
in which
Here u 0 , w ç , and q ç are perturbations that include both the primary and secondary waves, and F u , F w , and F q are nonlinear forcing terms.
[12] Figure 1 shows F w and its components at model time 4 hours. The diffusion component (i.e., D w À D w , plot not shown) is much smaller than the other components. For a monochromatic wave it can be shown the first two terms in F u , F w , or F q exactly cancel each other. In the presence of wave breaking, F u , F w , and F q have complicated structures. As shown in Figure 1 , À(1/r 0 ) (@/@x)(r 0 u 0 w 0 ) and À(1/r 0 )(@/@z)[ r 0 (w 02 À w 02 )] do not offset each other, and they do not always have opposite signs. Their sum accounts for the major part of the forcing F w , which shows mixed features of these two components.
[13] Wave breaking is associated with small values of the Richardson number. The diffusion coefficient K m , which is Richardson number dependent in the model, was used by HA99 to indicate the regions where wave breaking occurred. The regions with large momentum diffusion coefficient K m were shaded in Figure 1 . It can be seen that the forcing F w and its components were aligned along areas of large diffusion coefficient. Figures similar to Figure 1 but for F u and F q indicated similar features. These results indicate that though the diffusion components of the forcing do not contribute to the total forcing significantly, the Richardson number dependent diffusion coefficient is a good indicator for the presence of wave breaking.
[14] The forcing F w for a much larger portion of the model domain is shown in Figure 2 , which shows that the forcing generated by breaking of the primary gravity wave occurs on scales much smaller than those of the primary gravity wave. However, this small-scale forcing is not randomly distributed; it is organized by the primary gravity waves in such a way that groups of forcing centers tend to be aligned along phase lines of the fan-like primary gravity waves (whose orientations are equivalently indicated by the shaded areas denoting large momentum diffusion coefficients). In the eastern part of the model domain these groups of forcing centers move eastwardand-downward with the primary waves, while small scale individual forcing centers move eastward-and-upward approximately along phase lines of the primary waves. Thus, an observer at a fixed point in the wave-breaking region would experience alternating active and quiet periods as the forcing centers propagated past the observing point. The fact that the groups of forcing centers follow the phase propagation of the primary waves is strong evidence that indeed the forcing is generated by breaking of the primary waves. Individual forcing centers are oriented more vertically than are the phase lines of the primary waves. This vertical orientation pattern of small-scale activity is characteristic of the convective breakdown of gravity waves (HA99). The forcing terms F u and F q were analyzed in a similar manner and we found that the results described above for F w also apply to F u and F q .
Secondary Waves
[15] In this section we attempt to separate the secondary gravity waves generated by wave breaking from the primary gravity waves. The secondary waves can be defined in spectral space as the difference between the power spectra in layers below and above the level where wave breaking first occurs. To diagnose the secondary waves as defined in this manner, we analyzed the power spectrum of vertical velocity in two different vertical ranges, z = 40 $ 75 km and z = 30 $ 40 km. The two different ranges were chosen to examine the differences in the wave spectra due to wave breaking. Wave breaking mainly occurs in the former range. The latter range was chosen so that it is not affected by wave breaking above and not directly affected by convection below. [16] Model outputs between x = 500 $ 25,000 km and t = 2.5 $ 10 hours were used for three-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis. The power spectra here were defined based on the coefficients FFT(k > 0, m, w) of the three-dimensional FFT, where k and m stand for the horizontal and vertical wave numbers and ù is the frequency. For instance, the power spectra (P > 0) is
where N z and N t are number of grids. Thus spectra P(k > 0) are averages of squared FFT (k > 0, m, w) over vertical wave number and frequency. The FFT coefficients for negative wave number k, and thus the power for negative wave number k, were disregarded to reduce redundancy. Figure 3 shows power spectra P(w), P(k > 0), and P(m) of vertical velocity in vertical ranges z = 40 $ 75 km (solid curves) and z = 30 $ 40 km (dashed curves). Wave number and frequency were expressed in reciprocals of wavelength and period, respectively (i.e., the constant 2p was omitted). Owing to the limited vertical ranges of the analysis regions, the spectral resolution in Figure 3c is far smaller than those in Figures 3a and 3b . As shown in Figures 3a and 3b , wave fields above and below 40 km differ little at low values of the frequency and horizontal wave number. However, the spectra of vertical velocity above 40 km show peaks associated with high frequency (6 $ 15 min period) and large wave number (15 $ 30 km horizontal wavelength), which are absent in the spectra for vertical velocity between 30 and 40 km. The difference in vertical velocity spectra between the upper and lower regions is less obvious for westward propagating gravity waves (negative frequencies in Figure 3a ) than for eastward propagating gravity waves. This partly reflects the fact that wave breaking is stronger to the east of the convection center where eastward propagating primary waves dominate. In addition, as will be discussed in section 5, the direction of motion of the forcing associated with wave breaking has an influence on this difference.
[17] The spectra (Figure 3c) show two peaks for wave fields before and after wave breaking. The vertical wavelength after wave breaking is almost twice as large as that before wave breaking. However, owing to the differing depths of the two regions the wavelength resolution differs in the two layers, so that the increase a b in vertical wavelength cannot be conclusively proved from this result. The longer vertical wavelengths of the secondary waves generated by wave breaking can, however, be seen in the animation of x-z sections of vertical velocity, or in Figure 2 of AH99.
[18] We obtain secondary waves by applying a tenth-order Butterworth high-pass filter on model outputs above 30 km. The high-pass filter, which almost fully passes variations with periods <2.5 min and almost fully stops variations with periods >15.5 min, was designed using the filter design tool of Matlab version 6.0. In section 5 the results from spectrum analyses of the secondary waves and the forcing associated with wave breaking are used to discuss the relationship between the forcing and secondary waves.
Relationship Between Forcing and Secondary Waves
[19] The pattern of forcing in the mesosphere due to breaking of gravity wave as simulated in the model is much more complicated than the idealized forcing considered by Vadas and Fritts [2001] or by Holton et al. [2002] . The forcing is neither of constant momentum nor of constant amplitude. The forcing occurs intermittently and moves with the primary waves. Both magnitude and shape of the forcing vary with time. The complicated temporal and spatial structure prevents us from quantitatively comparing our model results with those of Vadas and Fritts [2001] and Holton et al. [2002] . However, because the relationship between the forcing and the secondary waves in the simulation may provide important insights to aid in understanding the spectrum of observed waves in the mesosphere, here we utilize spectral analysis to further investigate the forcing and resulting wave response.
[20] Figure 4 shows the patterns of forcing F w , and vertical velocity w s of secondary waves to the east of the convection center at model times 5.5 and 8 hours. These fields were weighted by the square root of the background air density to ensure comparability in the vertical direction. As shown in Figure 4 , there are significant secondary wave perturbations in the areas where the forcing is large. At most times, the secondary waves show a horizontal scale almost the same as that of the forcing ($25 km). However, the vertical scale of the secondary waves has a larger variation. At model time 5.5 hours, the x-z section of the forcing indicates a vertical scale of $10 km, and the x-z section of the secondary waves gives a vertical scale slightly larger than that of the forcing. The forcing and the secondary waves show similar spatial structure, and the areas of positive and negative w s lag the areas of positive and negative forcing by a quarter of horizontal wavelength. At model time 8 hours the vertical scale for the forcing is $15 -20 km and positive-negative contour pairs are aligned vertically (Figure 4b ). The horizontal scale for the forcing is still $25 km. Though the secondary waves show a horizontal scale similar to that of the forcing, positive or negative contours for the secondary waves tend to align vertically, indicating a very large vertical wavelength.
[21] A spatially localized source excites gravity waves that propagate into the far field along the group velocity vector of the waves. Typically, a single source emits waves both upward and downward along rays parallel to the phase lines of the dominant waves, leading to the well-known ''St. Andrew's Cross'' pattern. However, in our simulation there are many centers of forcing distributed at about a 25-km interval along the x axis. Each of these emits waves along the characteristic group velocity rays so that the emitted waves are distributed along the x axis in alignment with the centers of forcing (Figure 4) . We next analyze the spectral relationship between the secondary waves and the forcing centers. Figure 5 shows the spectra of the forcing and of the secondary waves, weighted by the square root of the background air density divided by a constant reference air density, for the eastern model domain. Model outputs above 30 km and after model time 2.5 hours were used to calculate the power spectra. As shown in Figures 5a and 5b, the spectra for the forcing show main peaks maximizing at frequency 0.07 $ 0.11 min À1 ($9.1 -14.3 min in period) and horizontal wave number 0.036 km À1 ($27.8 km in wavelength). The main peaks for the secondary waves are at 0.1 $ 0.15 min À1 ($6.7 -10 min in period) and horizontal wave number 0.035 $ 0.045 km À1 ($22.2 -28.6 km in wavelength). Figure 5c shows that the forcing has large power P(m) for vertical wave number m between À0.12 and 0.10 km À1 . However, the secondary waves show two peaks at m = À0.03 and 0.018 km À1 and large power P(m) over a narrower range, about half as wide compared with that a b c Figure 5 . Power spectra of forcing F w (solid curves) and vertical velocity of secondary waves (dashed curves) as functions of (a) frequency, (b) horizontal wave number, and (c) vertical wave number. The forcing and vertical velocity were weighted in the vertical by the square root of background air density divided by a constant reference air density ($2.5 Â 10 À4 kg m À3 at 60 km), and calculations were based on model outputs in the eastern domain above 30 km. Vertical coordinates to the left are for the forcing spectra, and the ones to the right are for the power spectra of the secondary waves.
of the forcing. This implies that the vertical wavelength is larger than that of the forcing.
[22] The forcing also shows some peaks at low frequencies, but the secondary waves show small spectral response in that band due to the high-pass filter (Figure 5a ). The low-frequency forcing maximizes at $0.02 min À1 (or frequency w = 2p Â 0.02/60.0 ffi 2.1 Â 10 À3 s
À1
). If we take the buoyancy frequency N = 2 Â 10 À2 s
, then from the dispersion relation we have k/m ffi 0.1. The vertical wave number in the forcing m $ 0.01 to 0.1 km À1 means k $ 0.001 to 0.01 km
, which is close to the magnitude of horizontal extent of the model domain. The response would not be well resolved or probably is very weak.
[23] The most obvious feature in Figure 5 is that the secondary waves excited by the forcing show large power at the high frequencies and small zonal wave numbers where the forcing is also strong. However, the vertical wavelength of the secondary waves seems to be twice as large as that of the forcing. Holton et al. [2002] studied the vertical scale of gravity wave response to localized thermal forcing in a linear two-dimensional model. They found that for forcing of a given period, waves of vertical wavelength twice the depth of the heating will be efficiently excited only if the horizontal forcing projects significantly onto horizontal scale compatible with the vertical to horizontal wave number ratio given by the gravity wave dispersion relationship. For high-frequency forcing, the preferred depth of the gravity waves excited by the forcing can be greater than four times the depth of the heating (e.g., twice the vertical wavelength of the forcing). Thus the main feature shown in Figure 5 is consistent with the analytical analysis by Holton et al. [2002] . This implies that although the wave breaking and the forcing associated with it is a result of nonlinear processes the secondary waves are linear response to the forcing.
[24] In the eastern half of the model domain the forcing centers move eastward along the propagation direction of primary gravity waves in that region. Owing to this fact, the secondary gravity waves excited by the forcing also mainly propagate eastward (Figure 5a ). However, unlike the primary waves, the secondary waves propagate vertically both downward and upward (Figure 5c ). We performed similar spectrum analysis using model outputs in the western half of the domain and found that the prevailing direction of motion of the forcing pattern and secondary waves was westward. Despite this point, features shown in Figure 5 apply to the relationship between the forcing and the secondary waves in the western domain.
Summary
[25] In this paper we studied in detail wave breaking associated with gravity waves excited by a midlatitude squall line simulated in a deep domain, as originally modeled by HA99. We found that wave breaking mainly occurs between 45 and 85 km, consistent with HA99. We calculated the forcing associated with breaking of gravity waves in the mesosphere. The results indicated that the forcing has a complicated temporal and spatial structure. Typical horizontal and vertical scales of individual forcing centers are $25 km and 10 -20 km (Figure 4) , respectively. The forcing is organized by the primary waves. For the eastern half of the domain, groups of forcing centers move eastward and downward with the primary waves, while individual forcing centers moving upward. Thus the forcing shows spectral peaks in the low-frequency and long-wavelength regions associated with the forcing groups and high-frequency and short-wavelength peaks associated with individual wave-breaking events.
[26] A high-pass filter was applied to separate the secondary gravity waves from the primary waves. Comparison between the secondary waves and the forcing associated with wave breaking indicates that secondary waves maximize their power in the highfrequency band and small zonal wave number band during which the forcing also shows large powers. The vertical wavelength of secondary waves tends to be twice the vertical wavelength of the forcing. This picture is consistent with the recent study of Holton et al. [2002] . This indicates that the secondary gravity waves are a linear wave response to the forcing though the forcing is generated via nonlinear processes. Thus the secondary gravity waves may be deduced from spectral features of the forcing. We may even parameterize the effect of secondary gravity waves based on knowledge of primary gravity waves plus scale information for individual forcing centers because the forcing is organized by the primary waves, though individual forcing centers have smaller scales.
